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Chapter X 

Goose with a Bloody Nose 

If the mouse theft as a defeat for Cs17sr, it was not his 

only one. He survived it, as he did all his few reverses, with no, 

percertible loss of a-olomb. But an earlier nisadventure, as funny 

as any I have ever seen among animals, baffled b:!:m. As usual, he 

was not slow t;o earn frot it, for he was actually, quite perceptive. 

He was just uliwilling to learn. Yet hi"  instin'7,ts should have warned 

him against it. Ynowing .:)sIzar, I believe his instincts worked tell, 

only not well enourth to surmount the powerful drive of his vanity. 

Without doubt, :esker WRS a thoroushly "badrt boy, a mixture of 

Penrod, Ton Sawyer and Huck Finn. But the origin of his character, 

hhe one thing that should, above all others, have dictated his behav-
irokt ter 1"0 

icP, t-/B his heritage. As reflected in Oskar, this inheritance bears 
Al 

but little resemblance to its natural incidence tn nature. Perhaps 

it would be more precise to say the root is of natural origin, but 

that in 051--ar, as from a gene gone mad through radioactivity, it grew 

beyond casual recognition. 
C vi 4 p 6 

The feeling of responsibility and the willing acceptance of 

that responsibility is ~me of the 11-)st admirable attributes of the 

male goose. It co'ao3 oven before sexual maturity and the assumption 

of the obligations impose by a mate and a family. Geese have those 
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wonderful human qualities we like to think pec-ole have. In a flock 

of immature geese, One or two imwature ganders will a2t ac he,ae: of 

the flaraily, ordering the others around, makinE; at least he prntehse 

of threatening real ,or fancied dancrs, and, inzei;:oral, acting like 

father geese do. In a flock of adult geese, each Elarried Lander 

in fact, head of a Zamily, and he never forcets it or e7 	-3.atr in a 

way other than proper for pater familias. 

?olygaraous but fc.ithful to their Lives, gent:err Lf-..:e a Treat 
444 

fuss over them. As they walk to graze or to vateL-,fi may 7.:_7t his 

family, or may walk alongside one of his wi\os, uL]c,c.11y 	faor:`,ts, 

loudly,honking his affection, rroclaining his unet.dinL fidelity, de-

claring her or their beauty Lnd °ham arc without scr,1.1, an Ihntevor 

else he at the mor-dent feels ifi 	lot her or they rxe.JJ tIlat she or they 

are a4lique in the worl,d; that life wcult!. bo barren for htm 

her orythem, and that as ion as ho lives he rill never than ^. Above 
evil 

all else, he assures, noth4._ng/will ever 'octal?, he or them. He accom- 

panies Lis loud, intense and cacophonous ('..cla,latf_oris with booturos 

that to humane 11.ay seen ar awkward as his walk unti' they learn Lou 

geese should look. -aen people undsrstend that, than, In t:leir own 

way, these bulky creaturen, designed originally for f77ing rasher than 

walking, are indeed graceful. Especially is this true in their ex-

clamatory use of the neck and wings. 

The devoted gander making over his mato caresses her without 

contact by the forceful and expressive gesturos of his head and neck. 

The neck is long and flexible, alloing for the rotation of the head 

almost 360 degrees. He uses it like a thick ;;'!.iii).  in slow motion, 

sinuously weaving it in a charming. pattern over her head and back, 

3 
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sometimes in front of her, while he p n es stiff-leplgedly. His head 

goes through a veritable dance on the end of his gesticalatinteck. 

Sometimes it is straight out, when his elocution waxes strongest; 

sometimes it is close by her ear, when his neck is curved and his 

voice more subdued. He may extend it poker-straight toward the slay, mona-rgoliorr 
opening his mouth wide as he honks. In all these postures, his neck, 
normally so plastic, is rigid. It moves from its root on the body. 

If he is holding it curved, it remains as thoura frozen in that curve, 

although from its base he may wave it, wand-like, in any direction. 

Infrequently, he entwines her neck with his for a brief, rare moment 

of physical contact. Most fowl do not get the pleasure aumans and 

fur-bearers derive from physical contact and stroking or petting. 

The honk that is raucous and coarse to the untrainee, hunan ear 

is capable of great modulations and expresses a wide variety of nu-

ances of feeling, all quite comprehensible to the seemingly stolid 
but deeply touched female, who often, like a Slav applauding his own 
speech, responds in a like manner. It may be noise to a human but it 
is love and affection to a goose, and she appreciates it and never 
fails, in honk and deed, to let him know. 

All the while he is doing a heavy little dance, Peat he is 
1674: 1  

walking sideways, looking at his mate rather than where he is going, 

and is spiritually and often actually on tiptoe and half-prancing. 

Such maneuvres are not easy for such a cumbersome bird, and nature 

ill-prepared him for it. He is bulky and has legs and thighs that 

are, as might be expected of a creature nature intended to fly, both 
short and weak. This places his body so close to the ground when he 

s p 	r 
is fully erect that, in the heavier breeds, the best seem to slide 
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their bellies on the gruund when they walk. 

The emotions I have said the gander expresses are not a poetic 
Imagining. They are the real thing and part of the everyday life of 
all geese, to whom each day brings another opportunity for the display 
and proof of unending love and togetherness. The gander spends all 
his life showing his wives how much he means what he says. 

Knowing how beautiful of mind and body and lovely in character 
his loves are, each gander believes, with the certainty of the day 
following the night, that everything else in the world is dedicated 
to separating him  from this best of all possible good fortnmes, the 
love and company of such desirable creatures. Therefore, he con-
siders everything that draws near them, especially other ganders, as 
intent upon only sinister purposes, To frustrate this, to defend his 
honor and the sanctity of his hone, he is willing to battle, and 
does. He never dreams that another may walk past his love with com-
plete indifference. He conceives only of rape. As anything nears 
his mate, he first honks a warning, then adds meaningful and unmis-
takable gestures and, if these fail, attacks, strong and hard - and 
very loudly. 

With the advent of the breeding season, the coming of which 
he feels with the hormonal outpouring of his pituitary that in turn 
is stimulated by the lengthening part of the day that is light, he 
becomes even fiercer in his suspicious and more demonstrative in his 
attentiveness. When the union is blessed with young, he is so con-
scious of their defenselessness and so overcome with pride and emotion 
that there is nothing he will not do, no danger he will not hazard, ci 01, y 	4 	f 

if he #eels they are threatened. 
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But perhaps hbove all he is a practitioner of the live-and_ 

let-live philosophy. He lusts for no other's *ate, threatens no 

other's children, and is incapable of deliberately injuring an inno-
cent, so long as his family is not troubled by the intentilas, always 
suspicious to him, of any others. Stay a reasonable distance away 

without menacing then and he is the safest of animals; get too close 
and he is a powrful, denfrerous, feathered fury. Rarely are his goe_ 

hinge under real danger from without, but of 	they are from him, 

for in the intensity of his protectiveness, while he is gesticulating 

and hissing his warnings, with his head low and his mouth menacingly 
open, with his strong wings widely spread as a shelter for his young 
and a threat to his opponent, his passion is unheeding and be is quite 
likely to unknowingly trample and kill the very babies he thinks he 

is protecting. 

On the fern, countless goose families live and graze together 
each 

in peace and harmonydrespecPing the rights and sensibilities of 

others. They are no problem to themselves or the understanding atten-

dant, whose good friend they become and whom they trust. The unity 
7.* 	A 

of their family life 	of oefInspirational beauty. _.Lt eerivep: from 
this devotion and responsibility. 

How these fine instincts found such unlikely manifestatior in 
e 41p111,), )  

Oskar, God alone knows. But this4  I am confident, is the origin of 

his vigorous and autocratic behavior. I cannot explain Low
, 

like 
F041,1311- iry• 

other geese, he failed to recognize and respect the same 341-6 .41 

others. Be did not respect their territories, yet he had a very clear 
concept of his own, where he was unchallenged and would brook no chal-

lenge. He knew his territory was bounded by the fences, and he never 
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even tried to go beyond them. Everything that lived here knew it 
was his domain. Everything and everybody that visited he soon, in 
his own inimitable way, told, "I'm boss here." His manner was simple, 
direct and c onvincing. He would waddle right up to them, flash his 
long neck like a striking snake and bite. Little things he would 
just nip. The larger the person or animal, the harder the bite. He 
knew just how hard to bite, for we never say him draw blood. If the 
visitor stood still, that was all there was to it. Oskar had made 
himself clear. If.they resisted or fled, he'd flog and bite and honk 
up such a storm that whoever he was attacking, animal or human, took 
to its heels, the victim of a combination of surprise, clamor, fear 
and pain. The tiniest child could walk around safely as long as he 
displayed neither fear nor aggressiveness. Oskar could smell fear as 
a cat smells fish, and he loved it as much. He enjoyed few pleasures 
equal to the delight of chasing a coward. 

So it is surprising te7-me that he didn't respect the rights of 
others or the territories in which he really had no interest. Especi-
ally is this true of our wild geese, Canadian honkers, who live on the 
other side of the fences. His education by them was painful, but he 
was educated. 

Mr. Orchard Honker, so named because his wife (honkers are 
monogamous) had her nest in the orchard, is the first wild bird I 
trained to come at my call and eat from my hand. It required a month 
of the most persistent effort on my part, a month during which I 
risked the most brutal kind of beating, while his wife was incubating 
their eggs. Finally, I earned his confidence. He showed his trust 
by bringing first his wife and then his babies to eat from my hand. 
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Two or three times a day they appeared at the gate near tt-:o back of 

our house and he called. Once the babies learned to like the bread 

crumbs we fed them, neither of the honkers would then eat. Instead, 

they went through the most frightful hissings and honkings and warning 

motions that succeeded in keeping all the other geese and the cats on 

their side of the fenceaway. The tremendous feeling of responsibility 

found in domesticated geese reaches its apotheosis in wild geese, and 

in ouxt most of all in Mr. Orchard. Every step of the slow journey 

adjusted to the speed of the babies, from the orchard to that back 
I 4.1  

gate, was carefully announced by the proper honkings, and nothing was 

at all close to any of the family during the trip. 

Once the babies were eating, the parents were happy, for all 

their demonstrations. But they were always on guard, always fancying 

a horrible danger threatened the young. The ability of these geese 

to detect the presence of other fowl walking silently on the grass, 

even when their backs were turned and above their own scud clamor, is 

simply incredible and never ceases to astound me. I can recall no 

occasion on which any ohher living thing approached within twenty 

feet of their rear or sides without being detected and put to flight. 

Respecting this wonderful display and anticipating 'skar's 

jaalousy, we made it a point to feed him first and generously, at song 

distance, on his own side of the fence. Usually we shared the feed-

ing, my wife attending to the babies and to Oskar. One day, how-

ever, the phone rang just as the feeding comenced. I placed all of 

Oskar's food beside him and answered the phone. Without -IF. to block 

his way, Oskar ignored his own ample meal, decid4ng he wanted what 

the babies were getting. having never had any real opposition from 
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anything but a human, he ignored the clear warnings from Papa Honker. 

Oskar understood them, as even the eats and dogs did. He just ignored 

them. 

Mr. Orchard Honker's restraint was as surprising as it was ad-

mirable. Oskar was than larger than he,,though then not full grown. 

First the father honked in a special way, a little higher in pitch 

and a lot faster in tempo, It sounded as though he were honking 

while inhaling and while exhaling. When Oskar ignored this, the 

honker very pointedly shifted his weight from one foot to the other, 

somewhat like a sparring fighter. Next in his ritual was a combina-

tion device: while continuing the prancing, he spread his wings, 

vibrated his entire body rapidly, and simultaneously fluffed out his 

feathers - all of them - making them seem to be standing up and giv-

ing the impression he was twice his actual size. This is a warning 

mechanism common among many species of wild birds. Oskar, without 

doubt, correctly read his intentions. But he paid no heed. Alen this 

failed, the dutiful father made his final and completely unmistakable 

gesture, one made by all the geese we have known and the prelude to 

imminent attack. Because of his color and shape, this warning seemed 

even more menacing coming from him, and because of his obvious and 

natural concern for his. young, Lil never dreamed Oskar would ignore 

it. The gander lowered his long, sleek black neck to the ground, so 

close that his breast seemed to touch it and his lower mandible barely 

to clear it. With his black bill wide open and his red tongue flick_ 

tng rapidly, he looked like an angry snake. He hissed his final warn-

ing as for the first time he advanced. It was at this point I returned. 

There was nothing casual about the honiterls manner. Clearly, 

he was deadly serious. Yet he did not plunge ahead wiUly. He planted 
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each foot with determination as he slowly advanced, the gentleman 

giving the interloper ample opportunity to withdraw safely. 

Oskar, meanwhile, with all the foolish confidence cf a spoiled 

child who always has his own way, kept working his head through the 

fence and stealing the breadcrumbs from the goslings. Only when the 

irate father was within striking distance did Oskar pull his foolish 

head back through the fence. I recall that when they were close to-

gether, Oskar the boy Emden was much larger than the grown honker. 

I also recall wondering if at long last Oskar had one to his sense. 

Not for long did I wonder. As the gander continued his de- 

liberate advance to the fence, like a gladiator sizing up his oppon-

ent, Oskar held his ground and just looked at the gander. I have 

never seen any creature move with the slow determination of that father. 

It was almost sthough, while fulfilling his obligations to his family, 

he was giving the young upstart a chance to retire gracefully, almost 

as though he had carefully thought the whole thing through. 

Now a gander who is an expectant or a new father is a much 

more formidable fighter than he ordinarily is. Mr. Honker had demon-

strated this very clearly by keeping away from his nest and his flock 

other ganders who had earlier whipped him. 

At the very moment he reached the fence, some wild, insane 

impulse took possession of Oskar. Apparently recalling only that 

everything eine had yielded to him, he thrust his foolish head through 

the wires of the fence and awkwardly, amateurishly, made an unsuccess-

ful effort to bite Mr. Orchard. 

I have never seen a cobra strike; I have heard it is a very 

fast motion, so fast the eye cannot follow it. It cannot be any 
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faster than Mr. Orchard's retaliation. With no other part of his 

body moving, with both feet firmly planted, he coiled his supple neck 

just far enough back to avoid Oskar's bite and then lashed his head 

forward, fast as a cracking whip. 

As he latched onto Oskar's intruding protuberance, that as_ 

tounded young man uttered a plaintive, surprised cry, almost a sob, a 

very unusual sound for any fowl, and especially for a goose. After 

a vigorous shaking, the gander relinquished his hold and just stood 

there, glaring at the offender. 

In the fastest move I ever saw him make, Oskar pulled his head 

back through the fence and held his beak out as though it were a 

smashed thumb. 

For the first time in my life, I saw a goose with a bloody 

nose! 

Hard as Oskar's bill is, and relatively weak as a honker's jaws 
are, I was absolUtely astounded that the enraged father had found the 

strength to draw blood from that bone-like beak. 

Oskar was even more asielaished. Continuing to wail, he twisted 

his head first to one side and then to the other and, in complete be-

wildermer& watched his blood as it dripped-, driplided, dripped down 

his bill and onto the ground. 

"Serves you rights" Lil scolded him, between her peals of 

laughter. "Keep your nose where it belongs and it won't get hurt,"  

she added in mock severity, waving her pointed finger at the dis-
tressed goose. 

It was a ludicrous scene, that big bully of a foolish goose, 

weeping like a' baby, baffled by the audacity of anyone who had the 
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gall to defy him, humiliated by his defeat, in pain, and bewildered 

by the shedding of his own blood. Be could think of nothing to do 

but stand there and wail, and that is what he was doing when we de-

nied him our sympathy and returned to the house. 


